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• MINE REHABILITATION PROJECT TEAM
• CONVEYOR AND MATERIAL 

HANDLING CLEAN-UP SUPPORT
• POLY PIPE SUPPLY AND INSTALL
• INFRASTRUCTURE AND GENERAL 

MAINTENANCE INCLUDING LANDSCAPING
• TRAFFIC CONTROL SOLUTIONS 

(RMS APPOINTED TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS)
• CIVIL WORKS AND PROJECTS
• ROAD AND CONSTRUCTION MAINTENANCE
• FLOAT HIRE
• MOBILE INDUSTRIAL PRESSURE CLEANING
• MOBILE INDUSTRIAL BLAST AND PAIBTING
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MINING AND CIVIL SPECIALISTS
BULK DOZER PUSH
MINE SITE REHABILITATION
OVERBURDEN REMOVAL
PIT SERVICES

 (02) 6571 1663	 www.mayfieldgroup.net

As part of the Titan International Group of companies, Titan Australia offers the widest range of tyres & wheels available in 
Australia. We supply and service wheels and tyres for the industrial, mining, construction, earthmoving, transport, agricultural, 

recreational and passenger markets.  And with service second to none, Titan Australia can keep your fleet moving. 

It’s a positive sign, and a good indication that 
at least some politicians have taken notice of 
the recent voting swings in mining electorates 
that helped decide some key outcomes. It also 
shows the power of the votes of miners and 
their families. Those wanting to represent 
mining regions should listen more closely to 
our concerns in the future, as should those 
who want to win elections.

Our recent annual Health, Safety, 
Environment and Community Conference 
was a sellout event again this year with more 
than 500 people from across NSW gathering 
to share ideas and listen to a range of speakers 
from industry and government. 

THIS YEAR WE ALSO HAD SENIOR STATE AND 
FEDERAL POLITICIANS NOT ONLY DECLARE 
THEIR SUPPORT FOR OUR INDUSTRY BUT 
COMMIT TO TAKING SOME ACTION.

Federal Minister for Resources Matt Canavan 
committed to a powerful inquiry into delays 
on mining approvals to identify what’s going 
wrong and what can be done to speed them up.

NSW Deputy Premier John Barilalro 
declared he wants NSW to be the number 
one destination for mining investment in 

SINCE THE RECENT ELECTIONS MINING HAS BEEN FRONT AND CENTRE IN THE MEDIA 
AS WELL AS WITH MANY OF OUR POLITICIANS. THE STRONG MINING VOTE AT BOTH 
ELECTIONS HAS SEEN MORE AND MORE SENIOR POLITICIANS PUBLICLY DECLARE THEIR 
SUPPORT FOR OUR INDUSTRY.

BACKING MINING

STEPHEN GALILEE, 
CEO, NSW MINERALS 
COUNCIL

Though after talking to the ladies at Barradine CWA, 
we’d be quite happy to be stuck indoors if it meant we 
would finally see some desperately needed rain. What an 
amazing job these ladies have been doing. We all should 
follow their example.

Speaking of doing a great job, this edition we feature the 
remarkable story of Gunnedah local John Millerd. For 
almost half a century John’s been doing the Gunnedah to 
Breeza bus run and John’s story is a good reminder that 
it’s not always about the destination, sometimes it’s about 
enjoying the journey. 

Which is also the case for the Boggabri Kangaroos, a small 
club with a big heart in the Tooheys Group 4 Rugby League 
competition. These guys are a great example of it’s not 
whether you win or lose but how you play the game.  

In history we take a look at how the Mines Rescue Act came 
about. The early days of coal mining in this country saw 
terrible disasters occur and this Act was instrumental in 
changing that. Nowadays our coal mines are among the 
safest in the world.  

As always, this edition is filled with fantastic community 
events and inspirational people. We are so proud to share 
your stories!

Spring 
is in the Air

SPRING IS FINALLY HERE! NOT ONLY CAN YOU HEAD 
OUTSIDE AND ENJOY THE SUNSHINE, YOU ALSO GET 
TO ENJOY THE SPRING EDITION OF @ THE COALFACE!
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Australia and was seeking changes to 
the planning system to help make this 
happen.

The Federal Shadow Minister for 
Resources, Joel Fitzgibbon also added his 
strong support for our industry at our 
conference and in the media, criticising 
Sydney politicians calling for mining 
regions to ‘transition’ - double-talk for 
ending the State’s mining industry 
along with the thousands of jobs it 
provides.

Even Labor’s Senator Penny Wong, 
not known for her fondness of coal, 
also recently declared her support, 
stating that ‘coal remains an important 
industry for Australia and an important 
part of the world energy mix.’

The NSW Minerals Council will continue 
to work hard to ensure that those 
politicians declaring their support for 
our industry don’t forget their public 
commitments.

Stephen Galilee, CEO, NSW Minerals 
Council
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the time comes, it’s all part of the 
service of a country bus run.

A turn into Curlewis where some of 
the passengers alight to attend the 
local public school and others join to 
head into Gunnedah. The other bus 
also fills with Curlewis and district 
children all ‘keen’ to start their day. 
There are more bright good mornings 
and welcoming from John as they 
board, with little response from the 
sullen teenage students but after 
decades of doing this John doesn’t 
take offence – teenagers in the 
morning are not the most engaging 
of people!

Have children changed over the 
years? In some respects, yes. 
With most having a phone these 
days there is little chatter, most 
have their heads down. In other 
ways they are the same as the 
children that came aboard forty 
or thirty years ago. There are a 
few that think they are too cool 
for school, others that love the 
social interaction and banter 
across the bus aisle.

ONCE THE PRECIOUS CARGOS 
ARE SAFELY DELIVERED TO 
MOST SCHOOLS IN GUNNEDAH 
JOHN HEADS BACK OUT TO 
CURLEWIS TO TAKE LOCALS TO 
TOWN ON THURSDAYS TOO. 
IT’S A VALUABLE SERVICE TO 
THOSE WHO CANNOT GET INTO 
TOWN ON THEIR OWN.

The traffic on the road has 
got faster that’s for sure, with 
much of the route now a 110 
kph zone. John credits the local 
Shire Council with always being 

helpful and supportive to keep the 
run safe. “If I ask them to put up 
some signs to indicate it’s a school 
bus route they do. Where I need to 
pull over to pick up or drop off kids 
the Council helps to make it as safe 
as  possible.”

Government regulations and 
reporting requirements have 
changed over the years too. Seat 
belts and flashing lights are two big 
ones that he will need to implement 
soon. But it’s all about making things 
easier and safer.

There haven’t been too many near 
misses in the decades of service. The 

worst was when the old bus caught 
fire in the late 70s. A rock flew into 
the engine causing it to burst into 
flames. John was quick to haul the 
children out, sustaining bad burns 
himself. It took him about 
3 months to recover, 
and a few operations 
over the years, but all 
the children in his care 
were safe.

In his spare time John 
was a member of the 
12th/16th Hunter 
River Lancers an 
Armoured Corps 
Army Reserve 
Regiment located in 
Tamworth, Armidale 
and Muswellbrook 
for 44 years and 6 
months. When he 
retired in 2015, he 
was the member of 
the regiment to have served as 
Officer In Command at Tamworth, 
Armidale and Muswellbrook. 

YOU START TO SEE JOHN DOESN’T 
DO ANYTHING BY HALF. WHEN 
I ASKED JOHN DOES HE STILL 
ENJOY IT, HIS REPLY WAS “WELL I 
WOULDN’T STILL BE DOING IT IF I 
DIDN’T!” I GUESS THAT IS A YES.

He believes it is a honour to be 
entrusted with the lives of the 
children that use the service 
every day. And after so long, 
he is now being entrusted to 
the grandchildren of his first 
passengers.

How many children has he had 
in his care over the years? “Well, 

let’s see” he says. “At least 100 
kids, on 2 buses, 43 weeks a years, 
5 days a week for 47 years.” I will 
leave you to do the sums…it’s a 
few. All safely, happily delivered to 
their destination. With a smile and 
a  wave. 

John Millerd and Millerds Bus 
Service, a reliable sight along the 
Kamilaroi Highway for nearly 50 
years. From all the parents and 
communities, thank you!
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John is a local man, born in Gunnedah 
in the rush of the post war boom. 
His father bought the bus run in the 
1960s from the Goodman family 
who had established the run when 
Curlewis began to grow as Preston 
Coal mining came to the town. As the 
town grew, more children headed into 
the closest high school in Gunnedah. 

Following the sudden death of his 
father in 1965 his mother Beryl 
Millerd continued to operate the bus 
run with the help of her brother Roy 
Moore until John was able to gain his 
bus license in 1972.

THE FIRST BUS JOHN PURCHASED 
WAS A SMALL SECONDHAND 
AUSTIN 30-SEATER. OVER THE 
YEARS HE HAS HAD A BEDFORD 
57-SEATER AND HINO RG197. TODAY 
TWO IVECO, 58 AND 62-SEATER, 
BUSES ARE COMMON ALONG THE 
KAMILAROI HIGHWAY.

The modern buses are a little 
more comfy, close to double the 
horsepower. The air conditioning and 
cloth seats provide a bit more comfort 
than the sweaty vinyl seats on a hot 
summer day, where the only air 
conditioning was from the open bus 
windows. 

Millerds Bus Service departs the small 
village of Breeza at around 7.45am 
every school day. John arrives a little 
early and patiently waits while a few 
high school teenagers slowly make 
their way down the quiet streets 
to board, obviously delaying the 
inevitable trip to school. He banters 
with the parents that bring the 
younger children over and always has 
a welcoming smile to put the nervous 
youngsters at ease. 

He knows all his passengers and 
most of the parents by name and 
has a unique insight into their lives. 
As the sun rises over the patchwork 
paddocks of the Breeza plains the 
white bus with its distinctive black 
and red lines takes the familiar route 
into Curlewis, picking up more of the 
precious cargo on its way.

At one stop along the busy Kamilaroi 
Highway a dad helps his children 
onto the bus amid a chirpy “Morning 
John” and a few quips about the sleep 
still in their eyes. He tells John that 
he will be picking the children up in 
the afternoon in town, they won’t be 
catching the bus home. John notes 
this – he will probably need to remind 
the kids not to get on the bus when 

JOHN’S 
JOURNEY

IMAGINE TURNING UP TO THE 
SAME JOB YOU WERE DOING SINCE 
1972. AS AN EERIE WINTER FOG 
SETTLES OVER THE PLAINS, JOHN 
MILLERD JUMPS IN HIS BUS TO DO 
EXACTLY THAT, AGAIN – TAKING 
THE SAME ROAD FROM GUNNEDAH 
TO BREEZA VIA CURLEWIS THAT 
HE HAS TRAVERSED FOR OVER 45 
YEARS. 1000 KILOMETRES A WEEK, 
42 WEEKS A YEAR.
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Over 500 people from across NSW 
were in attendance to celebrate 
excellence and innovation in NSW 
mining and to hear the winners 
announced on August 5. The North 
West region took home the 2 of the 
4 trophies on the night, an amazing 
achievement!

WINNER - HEALTH EXCELLENCE 

WHITEHAVEN COAL - NARRABRI 
MINE

NARRABRI GUMBOOT TRIALS WITH 
CRAWFORD BOOTS

Given the dark, wet and rocky 
environment in underground 
mines, it’s no surprise that foot and 
ankle injuries are some of the most 
common experienced by miners. 

In response to reports of foot, ankle 
and leg pain from the 300 strong 
workforce at Whitehaven Coal’s 
Narrabri Underground mine, the 
mine approached Gunnedah-based 
podiatrist Penny Crawford to design 
footwear which could replace the 
current gumboots that the miners 
were using. 

Alongside a team of industrial 
designers, specialised manufacturers 
and traditional rubber boot 

THE NSW MINERALS COUNCIL’S 2019 HEALTH, SAFETY, 
ENVIRONMENT AND COMMUNITY CONFERENCE AWARDS 
SHOWCASE THOSE IN OUR INDUSTRY WHO GO ABOVE AND 
BEYOND. THIS YEAR’S WINNERS ARE NO EXCEPTION.

  AWESOME 
Achievements

COMMUNITY EXCELLENCE AWARD 
WINNER - BOGGABRI COAL MINE, 
IDEMITSU AUSTRALIA RESOURCES

HEALTH EXCELLENCE AWARD WINNER - 
NARRABRI MINE, WHITEHAVEN COAL

craftsmen, Penny developed the 
WedgeTech Personalised Lock-Fit 
System. The System works by locking 
the foot into a stable position into 
the boot.

After six months, the mine 
conducted a trial with miners 
wearing the specially made boots and 
found that 24 out of 25 participants 
would recommend the boots over 
other boots and their ratings for the 
boot far exceeded the ratings for 
non-Crawford boots.

Another trial 12 months later found 
that 75 percent of the original 
participants were still using the 
same Crawford boot, where other 
boots would be worn through every 
four months.

Whitehaven Coal now plans to 
introduce these new boots more 
broadly on site and educate its 
workplace about proper footwear.

WINNER - COMMUNITY 
EXCELLENCE 

IDEMITSU AUSTRALIA RESOURCES - 
BOGGABRI COAL MINE

The consultation of cultural 
recordings of stories told by 
Kamilaroi People 

CONGRATULATIONS ALSO GO TO 

Yancoal Australia Duralie Coal Mine, winners of the Environment 
Excellence Award with their Nest Box Program

Centennial Coal Myuna Mine Myuna, winners of the Safety 
Excellence Award with their Monorail Bracket

Idemitsu Australia Resources’ 
Boggabri Coal Mine, which 
employs 600 people, has 
worked closely with the 
traditional owners of the land, 
the Kamilaroi people, to provide 
an educational resource that 
can be used by all Australians 
to improve their cultural 
awareness and understanding 
of the Kamilaroi Nation.

Made in consultation with 
members of the Kamilaroi 
Nation, the 20-minute film 
portrays the Dreamtime stories 
and the cultural traditions 
of the Kamilaroi. The team 
at Boggabri Coal hosted 
screenings of the film to the 
public and has given a copy 
to all local schools to raise 
awareness of the area’s rich 
indigenous connection. 

This is a world-class example 
of a mining company investing 
in a project to highlight the 
significance of and cultural 
connection to ‘country’ 
by traditional owners. The 
standard that Boggabri Coal has 
achieved with its production 
‘The Kamilaroi’ evoked genuine 
emotion and interest from 
members of the public, teachers 
and students alike.

12 teams and their cheer squads showed up on a 
sunny day at Gunnedah Services & Bowling Club to 
represent the mining industry and to raise money 
for the vital service.

The Gunrad Industries team of Scott Kelly, Alison 
Kelly, Eli Kelly and Adam King were the winners 
of the day with Avro Metaland runners up. But the 
event is much more than a day of bowling and fun. 
This year over $16000 was raised for the Service. 

“These events are so important 
because it helps to ensure that 
no-one has to pay to be assisted 
by the helicopter. So many people 
in the mining industry rely 
on us to respond to workplace 
accidents and sudden illnesses. 
Our response times and transfer 
speeds are vital to keeping 
miners and contractors  safe,”.

Daniel also said they had 
to thank everyone who was 
involved in the day. “We 
couldn’t have done it without 
the sponsors. Whitehaven Coal, 
Ultrafleet, Mannion Drilling, GBP 
Cranes, Pacific National, Orica, 
Idemitsu, Gunrad Industries, 
Pirtek, Insurance House and Avro 
Metaland who all got on board 
this year and helped ensure it 
was a success. A big thanks also 
has to go out to the Gunnedah 
WRHS Volunteers who catered 
for the day.”

WWW.COMPONENTSONLY.COM
1300 726 801

Guy calls in to his Boss 

Worker: I can’t come to work 
today. I’m sick

Boss: Oh yeah, what’s wrong with 
you now?

Worker: I have anal glaucoma

Boss: What the hell is that?

Worker: I just can’t see my ass 
working today

THE WESTPAC 
RESCUE HELICOPTER 
SERVICE WAS 
BOWLED OVER BY 
THE SUCCESS OF 
THE 11TH ANNUAL 
MINING & SUPPLIERS 
CHARITY BOWLS DAY 
AT GUNNEDAH.

Strike!

“IT’S GREAT THAT WE HAVE EVENTS LIKE 
THESE THAT ARE SUPPORTED BY THE MINING 
INDUSTRY,” SAID DANIEL GILLETT, WESTPAC 
RESCUE HELICOPTER SERVICE COMMUNITY 
LIAISON OFFICER.

‘AVE A
LAUGH WITH

12 Hartley Drive Thornton, NSW
(02) 4966 1234

Air Vantage® 600
• For mining repairs and other rugged outdoor work.
• Covers all your process needs – stick, MIG, TIG, flux-cored  

and gouging.
• Meets the latest diesel fuel emissions standards.
• Optimal arc performance – 600 amps output.
• Clean and reliable engine.
• Low maintenance, reliable operations with external air intakes.
• Deutz Turbo Charged TD2.9L4 Diesel Engine EPA TIER 4  

Final Compliant.
• Belt-driven VMAC 60cfm compressor.
• Exceptional fuel efficiency by burning every last drop of fuel
• Built for more reliable cold-weather starts.

Dual Maverick® 450
• Two complete welders in one.
• Power for two operators to weld at the same time,  

or for one operator to gouge with up to a 8 mm carbon.
• Duty cycle 450amps/26v @100%
• Two 10.9cm, IP67 rated colour LCD screens provide  

increased functionality.
• New sound reduction techniques means lower noise levels.
• Engine RPM varies based on the welding output required,  

resulting in less fuel being used.
• Auto Stop-Start function stops engine after a user defined period of  

no welding. Start welding again simply by touching the electrode.
• Intuitive push and turn digital controls make setup a breeze.
• 26.4 HP @ 3000 RPM Perkins 403D-11 Tier 4i water cooled diesel engine.

BEST QUALITY WELDING EQUIPMENT
50 Hz

240 / 415V
Auxilliary

Power

Also 
available 

in 600SDH 
Hydraulic 

Output 
Model

HIRE, SALES, SERVICE & REPAIRS

FULL CONTROL, FEWER CABLES
CrossLinc Technology 

Communicates Settings Directly 
Over The Weld Cables.

HVWH AUG 2019
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•  POLY WELDING 
EQUIPMENT TO 800MM 

•  LONGREACH EXCAVATOR 

•  SPECIALISED SILT 
FENCING INSTALLATION 
MACHINE 

•  CIVIL WORKS 
INCLUDING 
CONCRETING 

•  GROUNDS 
MAINTENANCE FLEET 

•  SKID STEERS, BACKHOES, 
EXCAVATORS, 
WATERCARTS, AND 
GRADERS ALL WITH 
ATTACHMENTS

EXPERTS 
POLY WELDING

CIVIL EARTHMOVING 

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 

SPECIALISED SERVICES

WWW.APLUSCONTRACTING.COM.AU

PHONE
4938 3425  
ON CALL 
24 HOURS
7 DAYS

So Nea, how did the Drought Pantry 
get going? 

On the eve of our branch’s 90th 
birthday party last year, I received 
a call from Sue Ellen in Tamworth 
about doing something for our 
farmers. The next week Mel from the 
same group brought us half a trailer 
load and the back seat of her ute full 
from the Central Coast collection 
points, so we set up some tables in 
our lovely hall and called the farmers 
around the district to come in and 
get some food.

How did the farmers respond?

Of course, they were very reluctant 
but with some encouragement they 
did come in slowly and would only 
take a couple of things each ‘there 
are others worst off then me’ was the 
catch cry.

How has it grown from there? 

A week later a 10-ton truck and 
trailer arrived from the Coast and we 
set up all the tables we could in our 
hall and from the 27th of July 2018 
we have been running full time, 7 
days a week.    

We had cash donations coming in, 
so we started to make vouchers on 
the computer for all the shops in our 
little town. We then handed these out 
to farmers. When we finish what we 
have in the bank now we will have 
distributed $95,000 into our small 
town which is just wonderful.

Where else has support come from?

Schools in Sydney and along the 
Coast have given us great amounts 
and pensioners have sent us $10 and 
it is all gratefully received and given 
out. Our rooms are full of drawings 
and letters to the farmers from the 
children in the cities. We have also 
been donated 3 beautiful quilts, a 
hand carved wooden bowl, a hand-
blown glass bowl and a large letter 

box made from farm scraps all to be 
raffled for the pantry.

How big is the CWA crew?

We have 2 volunteers on every day, 
and we have 28 in total, wonderful 
caring women. The CWA branch has 
got 8 new members because of the 
good we are doing with the pantry.

So, the girls at Baradine CWA have 
been working hard?

Absolutely! Senior members of the 
Branch make scones and cakes for 
us to be able to offer a cuppa and a 
chat to the farmers and their wives 
when they come in. In some ways we 
have been meeting the mental health 
needs of some of the people.

We now even have some of the wives 
giving of their time to volunteer at 
the pantry, they say it is their release 
from the farm drudgery and cranky 
husbands. They bring in fresh eggs 
and vegies to give out to try and 
help others and to give back to the 
community.

We have kept a running total and so 
far we have given 2409 hours, had 
3057 visits from farming families 
to get the basics. We support 137 
families (about 450 people) over a 
100 km radius from Baradine and 
have done 339 days. 

How have the farmers responded?

Some quotes from some men to me 
have been; ‘I thank you ladies, you 
are doing a wonderful job, we would 
have starved if it hadn’t been for you 
girls.’ ‘What am I going to do when 
this pantry closes? I love coming 
in here for a chat and a cuppa.’ For 
grown men to say that just blows my 
socks off.

When we started we didn’t know 
we would still be going 12 months 
later, but we are because of the 
goodness of lots and lots of city and 

THIS ISSUE THE GBP CRANES @ THE COALFACE $300 COMMUNITY 
GIFT GOES TO THE BARADINE CWA WHO HAVE BEEN WORKING 
THEIR BUTTS OFF SUPPORTING STRUGGLING FARMERS WITH THEIR 
DROUGHT PANTRY. NEA WORRELL SHARED THEIR STORY WITH US.

COMMUNITY GIFT

BARADINE CWA

Limit of one entry per person. LTPM/19/04020
BY SUBMITTING AN ENTRY, YOU CONSENT TO THE USE OF YOUR CONTACT DETAILS FOR PROMOTIONAL AND 
MARKETING PURPOSES.

W
IN!

COUNTRY MUSIC CAMPING!  

WWW.DASHVILLESKYLINE.COM.AU

DASHVILLE SKYLINE IS A 
THREE-DAY LONG CAMPING 
MUSIC FESTIVAL FEATURING 
40 LIVE PERFORMANCES 
SHOWCASING THE BEST OF 
COUNTRY MUSIC. 

FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN A WEEKEND ADULT PASS SIMPLY SMS: 
G-DASHVILLE, YOUR NAME, AND YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS TO 0438 474 290.

Running from October 4 to 
October 6, the festival also boasts 
plenty of fun and attractions for 
the whole family including mouth-
watering food and bevvies, animal 
petting zoo, boutique market stalls and 
a big music gear swap meet. 

coastal people. Things are still very 
bad; farmers are now selling their 
breeding stock. We also have the 
next lot of workers down the line e.g. 
truck drivers, shearers, farm hands, 
shed hands, fencing contractors 
and grain cleaners coming in for 
help as their work has dried up and 
they have a family to provide for. 
We are just glad that we can help 
our farmers. Not many are getting 
anything from our government!!!

FOR ALL THEIR HARD WORK, 
THE BARADINE BRANCH WAS 
AWARDED THE PAST STATE 
PRESIDENTS AWARD AT THE 
ANNUAL CONFERENCE THIS 
YEAR FOR EXCELLENT WORK 
DONE OUTSIDE THE USUAL 
WORK OF THE CWA. IT IS AN 
AMAZING EFFORT, KEEP UP 
THE GREAT WORK LADIES!

@ The Coalface is a big supporter 
of technologies that can not only 
improve our industry, but also 
improve the environment and that’s 
exactly what CCUS technologies 
have the potential to do.

“CCUS technologies offer an 
important opportunity to achieve 
deep carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions 
reductions in key industrial 
processes and in the use of fossil 
fuels in the power sector,” Mr 
McCallum told @ The Coalface.

“CCUS can also enable new clean 
energy pathways, including low-
carbon hydrogen production and 
in addition, provide the foundation 
for carbon removal or ‘negative 
emissions’ when the CO2 comes 
from bio-based processes or directly 
from the atmosphere,” he added.

YET DESPITE THE UNARGUABLE 
BENEFITS OF CCUS, THE WORLD, 
AND IN PARTICULAR US HERE IN 
AUSTRALIA, ARE STILL LAGGING 
IN MAKING SIGNIFICANT 
INVESTMENTS IN CCUS.

The International Energy Agency 
warns that even if wind and solar 
PV deployment could be accelerated, 
other low-carbon technologies like 
nuclear power and CCUS also need 
to be expanded at massive scale to 
decarbonise the power sector.

The average efficiently of coal-fired 
power plants around the world is 
about 33%. But China, with half 
of the world’s coal power, has an 
average fleet efficiency close to 
40%. The rest of the world needs to 
follow China’s strong commitment 
to addressing environmental issues. 

“If the rest of the world’s coal 
fleet efficiency averaged 40% as 
well, we’d reduce CO2 (carbon 
dioxide) emissions by 2 giga tonnes 
each year. This is almost 4 times 
Australia’s current emissions,” said 
Mr McCallum. 

MODERN TECHNOLOGY EXISTS 
TO DO THIS. AND WE CAN DO 
EVEN BETTER AS PLANTS WITH 
EFFICIENCIES OF UP TO 47% 
OPERATE AROUND THE WORLD 
WITH FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS 
ANTICIPATED.

HELE technology is already 
cost-competitive with other low 
emissions technologies as coal and 
gas technologies are the lowest cost 
per unit of electricity to build and 
operate. 

Very deep cuts in CO2 emissions can 
be achieved through the additional 
use of proven CO2 capture and 
geostorage technologies and 
biomass co-combustion.

SINCE HIS APPOINTMENT AS CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF 
COAL21 LATE LAST YEAR, MARK MCCALLUM HAS SOUGHT TO 
RAISE THE PROFILE OF CARBON CAPTURE, UTILISATION AND 
STORAGE (CCUS) IN AUSTRALIA AND AROUND THE WORLD.

BUT MORE CAN BE DONE. 

“This pathway – HELE with CCUS – opens up 
the prospect of achieving very deep cuts in 
emissions into the future. It also underlines 
the COAL21’s key message: CCUS must play a 
greater role in the future in order to achieve 
climate change goals at least cost,” he added.

JAPAN’S BLACK COAL-FIRED ISOGO 
HELE POWER PLANT - WITH A THERMAL 
EFFICIENCY OF 45% IT SET NEW 
STANDARDS FOR DUST, SOX & NOX.

COAL21 CEO,  
MARK MCCALLUM

TIME to 
TECH

Australia needs to support 
the commercial viability of 
low emissions technologies 
worldwide. In doing so we 
could contribute to global 
development of safe and 
reliable CCUS while promoting 
a practical and effective means 
of significantly reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions. And 
at the same time, we would 
continue to derive economic 
benefit from developing our 
vast energy resources in today’s 
carbon-constrained world. What 
are we waiting for?

UP
TODAY AT BOUNDARY DAM IN 
CANADA AND PETRA NOVA IN THE 
U.S. THERE ARE COMMERCIALLY 
OPERATING COAL POWER STATIONS 
CAPTURING AND STORING CARBON 
EMISSIONS WITH CCUS UNITS.  THESE 
TWO POWER STATIONS ALONE ARE 
CAPTURING THE EQUIVALENT OF 
CARBON EMISSIONS FROM ALMOST 
500,000 CARS EVERY YEAR.  WITH 
BOLD POLICY IMAGINATION OUR THREE 
LARGEST STATES IN CONCERT WITH 
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT COULD DO 
THAT HERE.
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www.miningvehicles.com.au | A 1300 250 047

.  Mine spec builds

.  ‘Side Entry’  
Landcruiser Troopy’s

. Fire suppression systems

. General vehicle servicing

.  Truck single  
wheel conversion

. Mine bus builds

FROM MINE SPEC BUILDS TO 
GENERAL SERVICING, WE ARE THE 

ONE STOP SHOP

Don’s family has been in the stock and station agency, 
auctioneering and real estate business since 1894 and 
can boast having four generations of knowledge and 
history in business in Gunnedah, something which 
Don is extremely proud of.

“There would be few residents more qualified than 
our family to tell the history of Gunnedah. I’ve 
been fortunate to have had stories passed on to me 
that go right back to the early years of Gunnedah’s 
development,” says Don. “It’s such a wonderful 
community which has been so kind to us through all 
the years,” he adds.

Don’s family has been there for all the highs and all 
the lows over the years. And there’s certainly been a 
lot of those. The 1890, 1900 drought, the incredible 
toll on the residents from World War I, the Great 

LET’S GO 
FISHING!
IT’S TIME TO PATCH UP THE DINGHY, 
GET OUT YOUR RODS AND HEAD TO 
THE WATER AND SEE WHAT’S LURKING 
BELOW THE SURFACE.

And to make your chances of catching a 
big one all the better we’ve got a $50 BCF 
gift vouchers up for grabs.

BY SUBMITTING AN ENTRY, YOU CONSENT TO THE USE 
OF YOUR CONTACT DETAILS FOR PROMOTIONAL AND 
MARKETING PURPOSES.

W
IN!

Don
ewing

Depressions of the ’30s, another 
drought in ’46, World War II, plus 
other conflicts like Vietnam, Iraq 
and Afghanistan, and of course 
now the drought over the past two 
to three years. 

“We are, by and large, a rural 
community and that will always 
be one of our greatest strengths. 
Fortunately, we also have another 
strength with mining, co-existing 
with agriculture since 1877, 149 
years,” says Don.

Don, along with many other 
Gunnedah residents has made it 
through the hard times because of 
income whether direct or indirect 
from mining. Much of the district 
also relies on the locally produced energy to heat 
their  homes. 

“THESE DAYS MINING ACTIVITIES 
GENERATE ENORMOUS LOCAL EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN OUR TOWN AND 
PROVIDE SOURCES OF ADDITIONAL INCOME 
TO BOTH LOCAL AND DISTRICT BUSINESS. IF 
YOU HAVE TRAVELLED AROUND AUSTRALIA, 
AS I HAVE BEEN FORTUNATE TO DO SO, YOU 
WILL WITNESS WHAT MINING HAS ACHIEVED 
FOR THOSE COMMUNITIES THAT ARE LOCATED 
NEAR MINERAL RESERVES AND THOSE THAT 
HAVE NOT.”

Gunnedah has been the beneficiary of increased 
local mining activity since 2005 and has 
generated over 1500 on-site mining jobs with 
many more subsidiary industries establishing 
businesses within the surrounding communities. 
This has meant even more local employment 
opportunities. Millions of dollars have been 
invested into Gunnedah since 2005 by the 
mining companies, more than any government 
of either persuasion has done in a century. 

“You only have to drive around Gunnedah 
to witness firsthand this wonderful, vibrant 
country town and what it has to offer, that is, 
if you can find a parking space. Before 2005, 
we had 37 empty shops, mostly in the main 
street, and little industry. Look at us now,” says 
Don  proudly.

Gunnedah boasts three major supermarkets, 
a fantastic hospital that has had hundreds 
and thousands of dollars injected into it by the 
mining companies, a rural health medical centre 

and aged care facilities that are the envy of any 
regional centre in New South Wales. 

There are six early childhood centres, four 
primary schools and three high schools. The 
sporting and recreation facilities are second 
to none. There are new homes being built and 
other older ones being renovated, an expanding 
population and a CBD that has all the choices of 
cafes and restaurants, retail businesses, theatres, 
museum, clubs and hotels you would expect in a 
town twice its size. 

“The expansion of the coal industry has increased 
our population from 9000 residents to 12,000, 
which brings a vibrancy that is attracting 
younger generations to start and grow their 
families here. Gunnedah is alive. Why? Because 
mining is providing our town and everyone in it 
the opportunity to ensure this town continues to 
have a future.”

THIS ISN’T THE FIRST TIME THAT DON HAS 
SUPPORTED THE MINING INDUSTRY. HE WAS 
ONE OF THE FEW WHO SPOKE UP FOR THE 
SHENHUA WATERMARK COAL MINE IN 2014 
AND WAS PROUD TO DO SO. 

“I felt obligated to speak up because much of 
what the anti-coal activists were saying simply 
wasn’t true. Their voices can be so loud and 
overpower what most people in the community 
think. And like me, many people in this 
community believe mining has helped us not 
only survive through the tough times but thrive. 
Driving around Gunnedah after these last 3 years 
of drought, I’m am so thankful that there has 
been another strong and stable industry here to 
help us get through it.”

A LOCAL BUSINESSMAN WHO HAS LIVED HIS WHOLE LIFE 
IN GUNNEDAH, AS DID HIS FATHER, HIS GRANDFATHER 
AND HIS GREAT GRANDFATHER. HIS GREAT GRANDFATHER 
CAME TO GUNNEDAH AS THE FIRST SERGEANT OF POLICE 
IN 1884, ONLY SEVEN YEARS AFTER THE DISCOVERY OF 
COAL IN THE DISTRICT. 

FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN, SIMPLY SMS: 
LET’S GO FISHING, YOUR NAME, AND YOUR 
EMAIL ADDRESS TO 0438 474 290.

Limit of one entry per person. 
LTPM/19/04020

THE FIRST AUSIMM WOMEN IN 
MINING NETWORK NSW EVENT 
PROVED TO BE A ROARING 
SUCCESS, WITH WOMEN AND THE 
INDUSTRY COMING TOGETHER 
TO NETWORK AND SHARE 
THEIR  STORIES.

Women in Mining NSW has 
officially launched in the Northwest 
region. The inaugural networking 
event was held on August 29 
at Gunnedah Courthouse with 26 
keen attendees. 

A range of companies from the 
region were represented including 

sponsors Whitehaven Coal and 
Idemitsu. Along with companies 
Action Drill and Blast, Davidson 
Recruitment and Prospect 
Recruitment.

Co-organiser Veronica 
Towndrowbree, Coal Processing 
Superintendent at Whitehaven Coal, 
welcomed everyone to the event and 
provided an overview of the AusIMM 
and Women in Mining NSW. 

Veronica also told those in 
attendance what they can expect 
to see from WIMnet Northwest 
within the next year. “There was a 
lot of interest and enthusiasm from 

everyone who attended the event 
for what’s to come for the future,” 
said  Veronica. 

“Overall there was a great vibe in 
the room and everyone enjoyed 
themselves with several women 
expressing an interest in joining 
the newly-established Northwest 
regional events subcommittee 
and organising events to come,” 
Veronica  added.

Well done to the organisers - the 
Northwest network looks to have 
a successful future and the region 
will see move events over the 
coming  months.

To be kept informed of future 
event please subscribe for a 
free account at the AusIMM 
website: https://ausimm.com/
membership/register-for-a-free-
account/ and tick notifications for 
WIMnet NSW.  

 FOLLOW AUSIMM ON SOCIAL MEDIA      f  @AusIMM     |     l  @the-ausimm

IN MINING NETWORK 
IN THE NORTH WESTWOMEN 
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39-43 Thomas Mitchell Drive 
Muswellbrook NSW 2333 Australia
+61 (2) 6540 9400
info@mrssg.net
mrssg.net

WHAT WE DO
We provide a range of support services to enable mining companies to focus on 
maximizing production.

HOW WE DO IT
We listen and understand our customers needs, and deliver a service which exceeds expectations. 
We’ll do what we say we’ll do. We’ll reduce downtime and extend the life of customer equipment. 
We only hire the best people to ensure a superior 24/7 available service. We’ll ensure customer 
compliance is met and maintained.

WHY WE DO WHAT WE DO
We aim to enhance sustainability of mining in the Hunter Valley.

ONE STOP MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT SERVICES FOR THE MINING INDUSTRY
MRS Services Group Production Support offers a comprehensive range of services which 
focuses on maximising production and minimising downtime for its customers to aid the 
overall efficiency of core activities, and therefore increasing production capacity.
MRS Services Group Production Support provides a broad range of resources that directly 
support mining across every phase of the mining cycle.
 › Mine Rehabilitation
 › Mine Services
 › Wet and Dry Plant Hire
 › Industrial Services

 › Poly and Water Reticulation
 › Fabrication
 › Mechanical
 ›  Automotive

 ›  Lineboring
 ›  Electrical
 ›  Maintenance Support 

SAFETY | CUSTOMER SERVICE | QUALITY | RESPECT | INTEGRITY & ACCOUNTABILITY

UNRIVALLED 
MINING SERVICE 
CAPACITY & SUPPORT

NOW 

RECRUITING!

Email your CV to 

recruitment@mrssg.net

This year, Gunnedah Shire Council held NightQuip 
on the first night of the annual AgQuip field days in 
August, with a huge turn-out from the community 
and visitors to the shire. The markets included 
entertainment, stalls, late trading, food and 
fundraising by community groups. 

The successful event followed on a week of 
announcements in Gunnedah, with the sod-turning 
for both the new Livvi’s Place Inclusive Playground 
in Wolseley Park and a new roundabout on Boundary 
Road. On the same day, Gunnedah Shire Council 
and Liverpool Plains Shire Council announced they 
would work together to upgrade the key agricultural 
freight route of Mystery Road. 

busy times in 
Gunnedah Shire 

DESPITE THE 
DROUGHT, 
GUNNEDAH 
SHIRE 
COUNCIL, 
BUSINESSES 
AND GROUPS 
ARE UNITING 
TO KEEP THE 
COMMUNITY 
STRONG. 

GUNNEDAH WAS 
ALSO  SELECTED FOR AN 
OPENING HEAT FOR THE 
MILLION DOLLAR CHASE 
GREYHOUND RACE WITH 
AN ANNOUNCEMENT 
IN  AUGUST. 

Gunnedah Shire people also 
joined together in a special 
Prayer for Rain on August 18. 

Gunnedah Shire Mayor 
Jamie Chaffey said while 
times were difficult, 
the community was 
staying  strong. 

“Our shire has grown and 
learnt from its agricultural 
and its mining background. 
Both remain strong, 
but both are marking 
the changes that mean 
our shire will remain a 
leader into the future,” Cr 
Chaffey  said. 

“Our businesses have 
faced, and continue to 
face, the tough challenges 
of the Australian climate. 
They are finding new 
ways to adapt to those 
challenges and the 
community is behind 
them all the way.”

“We are open for 
business. We remain open 
to change and to a future 
that will ensure we keep 
our country lifestyle, but 
continue to offer a great 
environment in which to 
do business.” 

When it comes to helping out the 
community, the fellas at Fire and 
Rescue NSW (FRNSW), Gunnedah 
have an absolute passion for it. With 
a team of 18, 5 of them are miners 
working for Whitehaven Coal.

David Welsh is a Supervisor/
Shotfirer at Maules Creek and 
Captain of the FRNSW Gunnedah 
Station, recently hitting 10 years of 
service for the rescue. “We have a 
fantastic Station in Gunnedah and a 
great crew, we are very fortunate,” 
said David.

“ALL FIVE OF US WHO WORK FOR 
WHITEHAVEN ARE VERY GRATEFUL 
TO THE COMPANY, OUR MINE SITES 
AND OUR SUPERVISOR.”

“They allow us to attend any major 
emergencies in our local area and 
abroad, and they also allow us to 
attend compulsory training when it 
falls on our normal days of work,” 
David added.

The station is also proud to have 
on board Retained Fire Fighter 
(RFF) Daniel Poss who has 15 plus 
years of service and also works 
as an Operator at Tarrawonga. 
Nick Wild, RFF, has also knocked 
up 15 years of service and is a 
Compliance Coordinator at Narrabri 
Underground.

Operator at Tarrawonga and RFF 
Jeremy Gallagher is at 15 plus years 
and Ian Crawford also works with 

the team as an RFF, with 6 plus 
years of service, and works as an 
Underground Operator at Narrabri 
Underground.

As you can see, these legends have 
stuck with the service and put 
the time and years in to help the 
community and they are absolutely 
loving it. No more so than former 
Underground Miner and current 
Deputy Captain Paul Hartley, the 
rescues longest serving Firefighter 
with 45 years of service.

“Most FF’s join FRNSW to help their 
community, to up-skill themselves, 
and be part of a professional and 
respected organisation,” said 
Captain David.

“WE NOT ONLY ATTEND FIRES, WE 
ARE THE COMBAT AGENCY FOR 
HAZMAT, RESCUE, MOTOR VEHICLE 
ACCIDENTS, MEDICAL ASSISTS, 
AND DO A LOT OF COMMUNITY 
EDUCATION AND ENGAGEMENT.”

“Most of us are part of ERT crews on 
site where we can use our skills from 
FRNSW, and/or compete in Mines 
Rescue competitions,” David said.

Juggling shifts in the mines with 
fighting fires and servicing the 
North West community, these 
men truly encompass community 
spirit. Milestone after milestone, 
the team at Fire and Rescue NSW 
Gunnedah continue to prove they 
are professionals with big hearts. 
Good on you fellas!

FIRE AND RESCUE 
NSW HAS GAINED 5 
HARDWORKING MINERS 
OVER THE YEARS AT 
THEIR STATION IN 
GUNNEDAH.

FIRE FIGHTING 
MINERS
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KERRI SHAW & GEMMA BUNNER
PRINCIPAL LAWYERS,  
SHAW & BUNNER LEGAL 
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Terry 0417 200 226 • terry@ausreman.com.au 

37  KYLE  ST RE E T  RUT H E RFO RD 2320

CAT COMPONENT REBUILDS

CAT MACHINE REBUILDS

DOZERS
HAUL 

TRUCKS

ausreman.com.au

P/L

FOR BOOKINGS AND MORE INFORMATION, GO TO 

WWW.VISITGUNNEDAH.COM.AU

NARRABRI

THE SPRING INTO ART @
BENDEMEER IS BACK FOR 
ITS 37TH YEAR ON WILL BE 
OPEN FROM OCTOBER 24 
TO 27 AT THE BENDEMEER 
COMMUNITY HALL. FOR 
FOUR DAYS THERE WILL BE 
STALLS, DEMONSTRATIONS 
AND THE KITCHEN OPEN 
DAILY FOR FOOD AND 
BEVERAGES. COME ALONG 
AND CELEBRATE A DISPLAY 
OF ART, PHOTOGRAPHY, 3D 
WORKS TEXTILES AND OTHER 
MEDIUMS.

Held from Thursday October 31 
to Sunday November 3, Artstate 
Tamworth will showcase the 
profound artistic and cultural 
identity of the North West 
region of NSW at Tamworth 
Regional Gallery. The event 
will highlight the region’s rich, 
cultural Kamilaroi heritage 
and showcase a talented new 
generation of young artists.

Do not miss this event! The PBR 
Monster Energy Tour is coming 
to Tamworth, drawing in some 
of the world’s best bull riders 

for an action-packed night. 
You will be on the edge of your 
seat for thrilling 8-second 
rides and heart-stopping 
falls. Choreographed with 
pyrotechnics, lasers, concert 
sound system and mega 
screen replays, with multiple 
camera angles that will take 
you behind the scenes and 
inside the bucking chutes as 
riders prepare for the ride of 
their life. One night only, at 
the AELEC Arena on Saturday 
November 23.

TAMWORTH FOR BOOKINGS AND MORE INFORMATION, GO TO  

WWW.DESTINATIONTAMWORTH.COM.AU

Come along to the Cotton Capital 
Country Music Muster 2019 for a 
weekend of ‘Country Music – Bush 
Ballads, Classic Country, Rockin’ 
Country and Bush Poetry’ and not to 
mention the great food and bevies.  
Starting on Saturday October 12 and 
finishing up on the Sunday at the 
Wee Waa Showgrounds, this great 
event will raise money for mental 
health services for the Wee Waa 

Community. There’s also camping 
available so no need to find a deso.

Head to the main street of Boggabri 
on October 19 for a bustling day of 
food and fun. The Boggabri Spring 
Fair is returning for 2019 and 
it’s set to draw the biggest crowd 
yet. There will be fantastic stalls, 
entertainment, amazing food and 
fun for all ages.

FOR BOOKINGS AND MORE INFORMATION, GO TO 

WWW.VISITNARRABRI.COM.AU

BRING ALONG YOUR SINGING 
VOICE, STORIES TO TELL OR 
YOUR SKETCH BOOK TO DRAW. 
GATHER AT THE GALLERY, A 
COMMUNITY EVENT CENTRED 
AROUND CONNECTIVITY, IS ON 
AT THE CREATIVE ARTS CENTRE 
ON SEPTEMBER 18.

Did you know mining has been 
in Gunnedah for a whopping 
142 years? The Gunnedah 
Miners Support Group will be 
hosting a celebration of mining 
in Gunnedah with a parade, 
community open air concert 
and breakfast and dinner. Come 
along to Gunnedah Town Hall 
on September 21 and 22 and show 
your support for our mining 
community.

Gunnedah is going pink! The Pink 

Up Your Town campaign will see 
fundraisers held throughout the 
month of October (Breast Cancer 
Awareness Month) to raise money 
for the McGrath Foundation. 
Since 2016, communities across 
Australia have been holding pink 
events and activities to show their 
support for people with breast 
cancer and this year Gunnedah 
will be the first town in the north-
west to go pink.

Don’t miss the Annual Gunnedah 
Christmas Fair to be held Friday 
November 29 in the Gunnedah 
CBD. The successful yearly event 
has attracted a sea of store holders 
over previous years and 2019 is 
set to be a huge success. Food, 
entertainment, performance and 
activities, there’s something for 
everyone to enjoy.

GUNNEDAH

WHAT BETTER WAY TO ENJOY A BIKE RIDE THAN TO RIDE TO RAISE 
MONEY FOR CHARITY AND MEET A HEAP OF NEW FRIENDS ALONG THE 
WAY. THE KILLARNEY BIKE CLASSIC IS COMING INTO ITS 6TH YEAR, TO 
BE HELD SEPTEMBER 29. RIDE DOWN THE KILLARNEY GAP TO RAISE 
FUNDS AND SUPPORT THOSE BATTLING WITH CANCER. 

NOT LONG UNTIL CHRISSY NOW! DON’T WORRY, WE HAVE PUT 
TOGETHER SOME OF THE BEST ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS AROUND THE 
NORTH WEST TO GET YOU THROUGH THE NEXT FEW MONTHS.

WHAT’S ON

WWW.COMPONENTSONLY.COM
1300 726 801

A man is being arrested by a 
female police officer, who informs 
him, 

“Anything you say can and will be 
held against you.” 

The man replies, “Boobs!”

‘AVE A
LAUGH WITH

Total and permanent 
disability (TPD) insurance 
provides cover if you are 
totally and permanently 
disabled. This may arise from 
an injury or accident, or 
potentially a chronic  illness. 

Most people have basic 
TPD coverage attached to 
their superannuation fund 
however other people may 
hold a separate stand alone 
policy outside of their super. 
Many people who have a 
policy within their super 
fund may not even be aware 
that it exists or what level of 
coverage they may have. 

YOU MAY HAVE HEARD 
OF THE TERM ‘TOTAL 
AND PERMANENT 
DISABILITY’. OR PERHAPS 
YOU HAVE HEARD THE 
ACRONYM ‘TPD’? BUT 
WHAT EXACTLY IS TPD 
AND ARE YOU COVERED? 
OUR EXPERTS AT SHAW 
& BUNNER LEGAL SHARE 
THE FACTS.

A TPD policy will contain a definition 
of what it means to be totally and 
permanently disabled. The relevant 
insurer will require a minimum level 
of disability and will also look at the 
likelihood of a person recovering from 
a disability. 

Whether the TPD cover falls under 
either an ‘Own – Occupation’ cover 
of ‘Any – Occupation’ cover. ‘Own 
– Occupation’ is when you are 
unlikely to ever return to full time 
work in your previous job whereas 
‘Any – Occupation’ is when you are 
unlikely to ever be able to engage in 
any job suited to your education or 
experience. 

What is the relevant waiting period? 
Most policies apply a minimum waiting 
period from the time you make a claim 
to when you are paid and these can vary 
between insurers. A common waiting 
period is 6 months continuous absence 
from work however some policies have 
no waiting period for serious incident 
such as a major head trauma. 

Some insurers require you to meet a 
minimum level of work before you 
are eligible to claim TPD cover. They 
may require you to have performed a 

minimum length of employment or 
minimum hours of work per week in 
order to be eligible. 

An insurer may look at your loss of 
independence and require you to show 
that you are unable to perform 2 to 3 
daily living activities.

Your ongoing medical care may also 
be a consideration in some policies. 
An insurer may require you to 
demonstrate ongoing medical care to 
improve your condition or to prevent 
further illness i.e. rehabilitation and 
regular appointments. 

If you are unsure whether you may 
have a default level of coverage in your 
super fund, you can review your recent 
member statement or contact your 
fund to confirm. One thing to be aware 
of is that TPD cover can decrease with 
age. 

If you are considering a policy 
outside of your super fund, there 
are number of options available and 
you should seek some advice from an 
insurance  broker. 

If you have sustained an injury or 
suffering an illness and would like to 
explore whether you have a viable TPD 
claim you should seek legal  advice.

HERE ARE SOME KEY THINGS YOU SHOULD CONSIDER
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KIDS @ THE COALFACE

KIDS LIKE TO DREAM
 BIG WHEN IT COMES TO
 THE FUTURE, AND OUR
 MAGAZINE MINI STARS

 ARE NO EXCEPTION.

Kids 
@ THE COALFACE

SETH TREACY - AGE 4.5

LEVII PORTER - AGE 8

JORJA BURDEN - AGE 6

What’s your favourite thing 
about being a kid?

I have good friends and I can run 
in cross country and play football.

What do you want to be when  
you grow up?

I want to be a fireman to save 
koalas.

What’s your favourite thing 
about being a kid?

Loving my family.

What do you want to be when 
you grow up?

I want to be a Mum so then I can 
teach kids, as in a Mum and a 
Teacher.

CHARLOTTE MCADAM - AGE 4

NOAH PORTER - AGE 7

What’s your favourite thing 
about being a kid?

Sharing toys. 

What do you want to be when 
you grow up?

A policeman because I want to get 
people who is being naughty.

What’s your favourite thing 
about being a kid?

My skate board and walking 
everywhere with you.

What do you want to be when 
you grow up?

A construction site worker 
because I want to.

What’s your favourite thing 
about being a kid?

That we can motorbike ride.

What do you want to be when 
you grow up?

I don’t know yet.

What’s your favourite thing 
about being a kid?

I get to play with my friends and 
play football and go to school.

What do you want to be when 
you grow up?

I want to be a police officer 
because I want to catch a person 
and find out a mystery.

“ You’d never know  
all this used to  
be a mine.”

There’s more to Australian mining.

Australian miners and farmers are working together towards a common goal.  
Mining land is being rehabilitated to graze cattle and grow crops. When the mining is 
gone, the rehabilitated land will be here to stay – preserving it for future generations.

What’s your favourite thing 
about being a kid?

Because my Daddy plays with 
me.

What do you want to be when 
you grow up?

I want to be a vet because they 
fix animals and cats like the lady 
who fixed Mama bird.

LUKAS BURDEN - AGE 5

LIAM WISE - AGE 6

ELLIOT BURDEN - AGE 9

What’s your favourite thing about  
being a kid?

My favourite thing about being a kid is 
learning. I like learning and playing soccer 
and getting awards.

What do you want to be when you grow up?

I want to be a train driver because it is fun 
as you get to drive the train and blow the 
whistle.
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SUPPLIER INSIDER @ THE COALFACE @ THE COALFACEMY MINING LIFE @ THE COALFACE

Where did you start and 
how did you end up where 
you are now? 

The business was started 
eight years ago by Sean 
Dyson with a laptop and 
a credit card buying and 
selling used parts. Through 
a loyal customer base, solid 
relationships built on trust 
and timely and intelligent 
purchases he has managed 
to grow to where we are 
today.

Describe a typical day at 
‘The office’. 

We are a very dynamic 
and flexible business, we 
mold our days based on the 

priorities of our customers, 
a typical day does not exist! 
We pride ourselves on 
being able to provide cost 
effective solutions to our 
customers when they need 
them. 

What’s the best thing 
about your business?

Hands down our people! 
We have a great working 
culture in our business 
where people are happy 
to be at work and do what 
is required to get the job 
done, whilst we all have job 
descriptions the underlying 
point is, we do what we have 
to help our mates. 

What is the big news in 
your part of the mining 
industry right now?

We are in the final stages 
of completing our new 
purpose-built workshop, 
we expect to occupy it 
from October this year. 
This will supply us with 3 
dedicated machine rebuild 
bays, 12 component build 
bays an extra hydraulic 
cylinder bench and we 
will commission our own 
transmission test cell early 
next year.  

What is the biggest 
opportunity for your 
business right now?

Continue to provide 
quality work at a market 
competitive price that 
allows us to continue 
to grow our customer 
base. Each month we are 
introducing new customers 
across Australia to our 
services. 

What are the biggest 
challenges facing your 
business?

The growing need to 
diversify into other mining 
products, Caterpillar 
don’t seem to have the 
stranglehold they used to on 
new products going into the 
mining industry these days. 

How long have you been 
doing business and 
business in the Valley?

We have been in business 
for eight years now and 
whilst we are based here, 
we have customers and 
suppliers all over the world.

Community or other 
causes close to its heart 
and values?

We are large supporters of 
the Singleton Neighborhood 
center and the open 

door. Over the past three 
years (with the support 
of the Coalface) we have 
hosted a Christmas Giving 
tree. This provides xmas 
gifts to homeless and 
underprivileged local 
people, it is a great cause 
and we would encourage 
other local businesses to 
chip in a few items as they 
can, the tree is normally 
erected mid-November for a 
mid-December delivery.

How big is the crew in the 
Hunter Valley?

70 strong plus our 
permanent contractors 
and casuals. Just working 
through our applications 
for 2020 apprenticeships 
which will add another 6 to 
the number.

What’s the best thing 
about your job?

Watching our business and 
people growing together 
to build a formidable and 
reputable supplier to the 
mining industry.

The worst thing?

On the odd occasion, having 
to say No! We would rather 
not take a project on if 
there is a chance we cannot 
achieve it in the required 
timeframe and let people 
down. 

What’s a funny story about 
work that you can tell?

We have plenty of fun while 
we are at work and as a 
work group but no stories I 
am prepared to share!

Anything else you want 
to  say?

A huge thanks to our loyal 
and prospective customers, 
we look forward to building 
on our relationships into 
the future!

The established and 
trusted name in mining.
Double R is an award winning “One Stop Shop” offering New Machinery Sales, and 
Trade Services to the Mining, Transport, Agricultural, Marine, and Construction 
industries. Authorised sales and service dealer for Deutz Fahr, and Dieci Telehandlers.

�� HEAVY EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
�� HEAVY VEHICLE REPAIRS
�� UNDERGROUND HARD ROCK EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
�� RMS AUTHORISED INSPECTION STATION
�� LIGHT VEHICLE REPAIRS
�� AUTO ELECTRICAL
�� AIR CONDITIONING REPAIRS AND SERVICING
�� TRUCK AND LIGHT VEHICLE WHEEL ALIGNMENTS
�� LABOUR HIRE
�� ENGINEERING AND MACHINING
�� BOILER MAKING AND FABRICATION
�� STRUCTURAL CONDITIONING AND PAINTING TO SPECIFICATION
�� MOBILE LINE BORING
�� LIQUID NITROGEN
�� UNDERGROUND COAL SERVICES

Why should you engage Double R?
TEAM A GREAT CULTURE COMMITTED TO THEIR CLIENTS
ONE STOP EXTENSIVE SERVICES AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR STEP
ADAPTIVE DEVELOPS CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS TO THE NEED
RESPONSIVE DELIVERING AND EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS
RELIABLE CONSISTENCY OF DELIVERY

HUNTER VALLEY
02 6571 4249
huntervalley@dblr.com.au

GUNNEDAH
02 6780 9601
gunnedah@dblr.com.au

MUDGEE
02 6372 3257
mudgee@dblr.com.au

LEINSTER
08 9037 3804
leinster@dblr.com.au

KARRATHA
08 9185 2699
karratha@dblr.com.au

dblr.com.au

Who are you and what do 
you do?

My name is Jordan 
Drumgold and I operate 
Hitachi Haul Trucks at 
Whitehaven Maules Creek 
Open Pit.

Any nicknames good 
or  bad?

Digger Operators call me 
many things haha but I’m 
just Jordan.

How long have you been in 
the area?

My wife, two boys and I 
moved from Cessnock and 
now live in Boggabri and 
have been here for about 
10 months, but love the 
lifestyle and peace and 
quiet out here.

When did you start and 
what’s the ride been like?

Started in October 2018 
and haven’t looked back, 
love the job and made 
some good mates both 
in the pit and town. I 

couldn’t imagine going back to 
supermarket management.

What’s a usual day at 
work  entail? 

Simply moving dirt or coal from 
point A to point B quickly and 
safely with the challenge of 
different dig floors and obstacles 
on the way if any.

How big is the crew?

80-100 people.

What’s the best thing about 

your  job?

It’s never the same, always 
changing and the people are great 
to work with.

The worst thing?

Being away from my family for 13 
hours at a time.

What’s a funny story about work 
that you can tell?

When I’ve made a mistake on 
the dig floor and the Operator 
calls you out on the 2 way. Then 
you walk into the crib hut and 
everyone gives you stick about it 
haha. All in good fun and you don’t 
do it again…usually haha.

How different is your job to 
what you wanted to be when you 
were a kid?

Well I wanted to be a fighter pilot 
haha, but I still get to operate a 
multi-million-dollar machine and 
get great pay to do it, so I’m not 
complaining.

What would your mum say about 
you when you were a kid?

You will never be a fighter pilot 
haha.

Family?

My gorgeous wife Jolene and two 
young boys Dylan and Riley, 13 and 
10 years old.

What do you do in your 
downtime?

I love to fish and take my family on 
adventures.

What is one thing about you that 
would surprise people to know?

I have 5 cats.

OPERATING HITACHI HAUL 
TRUCKS, WORKING WITH AN 
AWESOME CREW AND LIVING IN 
A GREAT COMMUNITY, JORDAN 
LOVES THE MINING LIFE IN 
BOGGABRI WITH HIS FAMILY.

JORDAN 
  DRUMGOLD

WWW.COMPONENTSONLY.COM
1300 726 801

A husband and wife who work for 
the circus go to an adoption agency 
looking to adopt a child, but the 
social workers there raise doubts 
about their suitability.

The couple produce photos of their 
50-foot motor home, which is clean 
and well maintained and equipped 
with a beautiful nursery.

The social workers then raise 
concerns the education the child 
would receive.

The husband says, “We’ve arranged 
for a full-time tutor who will teach 
the child all the usual subjects 
along with French, Mandarin, and 
computer skills.”

Next the social workers express 
concern about a child being raised 
in a circus environment.

This time the wife explains, “Our 
nanny is a certified expert in 
pediatric care, welfare, and diet.”

The social workers are finally 
satisfied and ask the couple, “What 
age child are you hoping to adopt?”

The husband says, “It doesn’t really 
matter, as long as the kid fits in the 
cannon.”

‘AVE A
LAUGH WITH

By submitting an entry, you consent to the use of your contact 
details for promotional and marketing purposes.

Made by Rugged Xtremes and in classic 
Coalface yellow, we reckon our crib bag 

will be as sought after as a Louis Vuitton.

FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN, SIMPLY SMS: 
COOL CRIB, YOUR NAME, AND YOUR 

EMAIL ADDRESS TO 0438 474 290.
Limit of one entry per person.

LTPM/19/04020

YOU ARE GUARANTEED TO ADD A 
LITTLE SWAG TO YOUR SHIFT WITH 

OUR INSULATED PVC CRIB BAG.

COOL CRIB
W

IN
!

Who are you and what  
do you do?

Complete Parts and Equipment 
Solutions who are locally 
owned and operated, we 
specialize in used parts and 
used equipment sales, Machine 
rebuilds and repairs and 
Component overhauls. We hold 
a large inventory of Service 
exchange components to suit 
a wide range of Caterpillar 
mining equipment.

COMPLETE 
PARTS
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FREECALL: 1800 813 677
www.truflopumps.com.au

✓ MINE DEWATERING
✓ PROCESS WATER SUPPLY
✓ WATER CART FILLING
✓ DUST SUPPRESSION
✓ EVAPORATION PROJECTS
✓ FLOOD RECOVERY
✓ SKIDS & TRAILER PUMPS
✓ ELECTRIC PONTOONS

✓ DIESEL PONTOONS

HIGH  
CAPACITY  
HEAVY DUTY

MINING
PUMPS

HIGH  
CAPACITY  

MINING
PUMPS

stratquip.com.au

HIRE
strategic  

equipment  
solutions 

EQUIPMENT 
READY FOR

FREECALL 
1300 455 195

SUPPLYING PARTS AND EQUIPMENT 
SUITABLE FOR CATERPILLAR  

AND HITACHI 

SINCE 1964
SUPPLIERS OF NEW,  

USED AND RECONDITIONED  
PARTS & COMPONENTS

We currently have over 300 
experienced staff that are 

committed to keeping your 
machines working to minimise 

downtime with the supply of  
quality parts and service.

p  1300 4 SPARES
e  sales@expressway.com.au
w  www.expressway.com.au

WAUCHOPE HUNTER VALLEY  MACKAY  PERTH GUNNEDAH
02 6585 1000  02 6574 6499  07 4955 0220 08 9477 1355  02 6741 4777

PARALLEL ECONOMICS

Horses are an integral part of life in the 
area. To many, a love of horses is a way 
of life and many weekends are spent 
either enjoying a ride or competing 
in  events.

Like all horse enthusiast groups, the 
Camp Drafting community is a tight 
knit one that sees people converge at 
hundreds of event locations around 
Australia each year, in a spirit of 
passion, competition and camaraderie. 
Bringing a good chunk of those here can 
only be a positive thing.

BUILDING A DEDICATED NATIONAL 
CENTRE FOR THE SPORT WOULD 
ATTRACT MANY PEOPLE AND 
EVENTS EACH YEAR WHILE 
ALSO PROVIDING A HIGH 
VALUE EQUESTRIAN PRECINCT 
FOR  LOCALS. 

While camp drafting would be 
the centrepiece, the facility could 
also incorporate a vast range of 
complimentary facilities to make 
the place a horse riding and  
event heaven.  

A dog is lost in an African jungle. A 
lion sees him and thinks he is easy 
prey. As the lion approaches the dog 
gets scared and starts to run but 
then he sees some bones and gets 
an idea. When the lion gets close he 
says “Mmmm, that was some good 
lion.” The lion realises this dog must 
be a lot tougher than he thought 
and runs off.

But there was a monkey in a tree 

watching. The monkey decides if 
he tells the lion what had happened 
the lion might reward him. So he 
tells the lion and the lion tells him 
to get on his back so they can share 
the dog. As the lion and monkey 
find the dog, the dog spots them as 
well. The dog begins to run but has 
another idea and says out loud,

“Where is that monkey? I told him 
to bring me another lion hours ago!”

‘AVE A
LAUGH WITH

The National 
CAMP DRAFT ARENA

WWW.COMPONENTSONLY.COM   |   1300726 801

SOMEWHERE NEAR GUNNEDAH OR NARRABRI EXISTS MINE LAND THAT 
COULD SIGNIFICANTLY CONTRIBUTE TO LOCAL, REGIONAL AND NATIONAL 
EQUINE FACILITIES.

Along with camp draft, recreational 
and trail riding, cross country, rodeo, 
dressage and jumping could all be 
accommodated in the mix along 
with camping and accommodation 
facilities, stabling and agistment. 

A regional centre for riding for the 
disabled, riding lessons for all skill 
levels and equine health facilities 
could form a part. With Tamworth 
already a centre of equine excellence 
being so close it makes sense. 

As a demonstration of coexistence 
and cooperation the exercise would 
be invaluable. From our side we say 
giddy up! 

In the early days of coal mining, terrible and tragic 
mining disasters occurred due to poor safety 
standards and lack of rescue services. Between 1887 
and 1921, 293 miners were killed in NSW alone.

Then on 1 September 1923, the Bellbird Mine 
Disaster occurred in which 21 miners lost their 
lives. A fire occurred that was likely caused 
when liberated gases exploded. Miners working 
underground are believed to have perished from 
carbon monoxide poising while attempting to 
flee to the surface. Another miner died in the 
rescue  efforts.  

Saving 
LIVES

It focused much needed attention and increased 
public awareness on the need for an organised 
system of mining rescue using the latest 
developments in artificial breathing apparatus. 
Ultimately, it is believed to be a key event that 
led to the change of legislation and the eventual 
formation of mines rescue stations in NSW.

This issue of establishing mines rescue stations 
staffed with trained personnel was not a new 
idea and had been advocated since the early part 
of the 20th century with many in the mining 
community supporting it. However, it took the 
Bellbird tragedy and the election of the Lang 
Labour Government before action was taken. 

A bill to establish mines rescue stations was 
tabled in the NSW Parliament on 13 November 
1924 but was stalled. Then in 1925 Labour 
introduced their Mines Rescue bill. It differed 
from the previous in that it placed the obligation 
of financial liability for funding the stations on 
the mine owners. The bill was passed without 
trouble and the Mines Rescue Act became 
operational on 31 December 1925. 

THE ACT GOVERNED THE ESTABLISHMENT 
OF RESCUE STATIONS AND BRIGADESMEN 
TEAMS, AND INSTIGATED EQUIPMENT 
AND MAINTENANCE STANDARDS. THIS 
LEGISLATION REMAINS THE FOUNDATION 
FOR GOVERNING MINES RESCUE OPERATIONS 
IN NSW TODAY.

The first mines rescue station in NSW began 
operations on 20 March 1926 at Abermain. 
Stations in Newcastle, Wollongong and Lithgow 
opened shortly thereafter. These central rescue 
stations were equipped with sets of breathing 
apparatus, other necessary appliances and 
a  motorcar. 

The focus on safety and incident prevention 
has come a long way since 1925. During the last 
nine decades it has been a major contributor to 
significant improvements in safety to the point 
where NSW coalmines have one of the highest 
safety records in the world.

FOR ALMOST A CENTURY MINES RESCUE HAS 
BEEN HELPING MAKE SURE OUR WORKERS 
MAKE IT HOME SAFE TO THEIR FAMILIES. BUT 
IT TOOK TERRIBLE TRAGEDIES BEFORE THAT 
BECAME POSSIBLE.

AFTER THE DISASTER A CORONIAL INQUEST AND ROYAL COMMISSION EXTENSIVELY DEBATED THE 
VALUE OF BREATHING APPARATUS AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF CENTRAL RESCUE STATIONS. THE 
DISASTER WAS GIVEN WIDE COVERAGE IN THE PRESS, HIGHLIGHTING THE HAZARDOUS NATURE 
OF COAL MINING.
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HEALTH @ THE COALFACE SAFETY @ THE COALFACE

Contact:     

(02) 6867 9600

Gunnedah
40-44 Allgayer Dr. Gunnedah 
(02) 6742 4988

Lithgow
1 Ian Holt Dr. Lithgow 
(02) 6355 7004

Maitland
129 Racecourse Rd. Rutherford 
(02) 4932 1120

Mudgee
36 Sydney Rd. Mudgee
(02) 6372 3454

Dubbo Muswellbrook 
88 Maitland St. 
(02) 6543 4255

Newcastle

(02) 4954 5933

Orange
97 Elsham Ave. Orange 
(02) 6360 2944

Singleton
14 Maskey Rd. Mt Thorley 
(02) 6574 2782

Tamworth
4/61 Barnes St. Tamworth 
(02) 6762 0600

1 34-222
24 HOURS - 7 DAYS
www.pirtek.com.au

WE’LL KEEP 
YOU OPERATING

HOSES & FITTINGS FIRE SUPPRESSION 

QUICK FILL SAFETY

LUBRICATION SPILL CONTROL

42 Bourke Street 

PROUDLY SUPPORTING AND SUPPLYING MINING IN THE GUNNEDAH REGION

AUSTRALIA’S HEAVY EARTHMOVING & 
MINING EQUIPMENT SOLUTION SPECIALISTS
Complete Parts and Equipment are your 
specialists when it comes to buying, 
selling and dismantling used machinery, 
to complement this service they supply 
quality new, used and reconditioned parts 
to the mining and heavy vehicle industries 
across Australia.
New state of the art head office, warehouse 
and workshop located in the Hunter 
servicing Australia and beyond.

• Your single source for all mining and civil 
equipment needs

• Continuous support in new and used parts 
supply, reconditioned, service exchange or 
customised rebuilt components

• Dedicated Component Rebuild Centre

• 2500sqm under roof, and a new workshop 
currently under construction is expected to 
come online in August 2019

• Employing over 70 people, including 
eight apprentices and dedicated field 
service support

completepartsandequipment.com.au
PH 1300 0 COMPLETE

Bottom burps, fluffer doodles, blow 
offs, barking spiders. It doesn’t matter 
what cutesy name you give them, 
when it comes to farts most people are 
mortified by even the slightest toot. But 
we are here to tell you that farting is 
completely normal and it’s time to end 
the shame that comes with cutting one 
loose. Instead, it’s time for you to sniff 
out the truth of what your farts are 
saying.  

Despite what society has told us in the 
past, both men and women fart at the 
same frequency and are both capable 
of producing the entire range of smells, 
from the subtle pong to the full-blown 
room evacuator.

FARTS ARE MAINLY MADE UP OF 
NITROGEN, HYDROGEN, CARBON 
DIOXIDE, METHANE AND OXYGEN 
AND OCCUR BECAUSE OF CHEMICAL 
REACTIONS IN OUR INTESTINES, 
SWALLOWING AIR OR EVEN DRINKING 
A FIZZY DRINK TOO QUICKLY. AN 
AVERAGE PERSON CAN PRODUCE 
BETWEEN 2 TO 6 CUPS OF GAS A DAY 
WHICH IS ON AVERAGE AROUND 
20  FARTS.

If you are farting more than usual it 
could be because of the way you eat. 
Eating too quickly, chatting while 
eating or chewing gum make you 
swallow more air which can lead to 
more farts. Or it could also just be the 
evidence that you are meeting all your 
fibre needs.

Most of what makes up a fart is 
odourless with only a tiny component 
caused by sulfurous intestinal gasses, so 
odourless farts are completely normal 
and indicate good health.

The stinkier the fart, the more it’s trying 
to tell you something. Eating foods like 
red meat, cauliflower and broccoli and 
of course the notorious beans, are the 
leading reasons why your farts will 
start to smell. 

Foods like these release hydrogen 
sulphide when digested. Although not 
conclusive, a study showed hydrogen 
sulphide could have positive effects 
on some health problems so it may be 
worth your while to take a deep breath.

Another reason for stinkier than usual 
farts may be a lactose intolerance and 
too much dairy in your diet. Most people 
have some level of lactose intolerance so 
you might need to start using soy milk 
in your afternoon coffee if your co-
workers are complaining.

HOWEVER, THE REAL STINKERS ARE 
WHAT YOU REALLY NEED TO PAY 
ATTENTION TO. (NOT THAT YOU OR 
PEOPLE NEARBY HAVE A CHOICE.) 
THEY CAN BE AN INDICATION OF A 
PROBLEM WITH YOUR DIGESTIVE 
SYSTEM OR A CHRONIC HEALTH 
PROBLEM AND IF THEY CONTINUE 
TO OCCUR FREQUENTLY EVEN WHEN 
YOU’VE NOT BEEN EATING GASSY 
FOODS THAN YOU SHOULD BE 
INVESTIGATING.

As we all know farts come over a huge 
range of decibels from the quiet toots 
to the roaring rippers. Despite the 
auditory enjoyment to be had, loud farts 
don’t signify anything different then 
quiet ones. Normally it has more to do 
with your body’s alignment at the time 
of the fart, which helps explain why 
lifting one leg produces better results.

It’s time we start giving farts the 
respect they deserve. Be loud and 
proud or delight in a sneaky quiet, 
just never, never hold it in. The gas 
cannot magically disappear and will 
only lead to you feeling bloated and 
uncomfortable. Let the toot go and you 
will have harmony. 

IT’S BEEN LONG KNOWN THAT 
THE TOILET BOWL IS THE 
WINDOW TO OUR DIGESTIVE 
HEALTH, BUT FLATULENCE 
ALSO HAS A STORY TO TELL US.

HAVE A 
WHIFF 

OF THIS

WWW.COMPONENTSONLY.COM
1300 726 801

I don’t trust stairs. 

They’re always up to something.

‘AVE A
LAUGH WITH

WITH ALL 8 OF THE MINES RESCUE 
COMPETITIONS COMPLETED, THE WINNERS 
OF EACH DISTRICT ARE NOW GEARING UP TO 
COMPETE FOR THE TOP TITLE OF AUSTRALIAN 
MINES RESCUE CHAMPIONS.

The teams that will be representing their district 
at the Australian Mines Rescue competition in 
Mudgee on October 17 are the best of the best and 
it’s guaranteed to be a day of fierce competition.

Centennial Coal’s Clarence team who were 
winners of the Western competition, Hunter 
Valley winners Peabody’s Wambo Wedgetails and 
Newcastle champions Team Orange will all be 
contending for the title.

But all eyes are likely to be on South32 Illawarra’s 
Appin Pink team. Not only winners of the 
Southern competition for the second year in a row, 
these guys will be defending their title as the 2018 
Australian Mines Rescue champs.

Representing QLD at the Australian Mines Rescue 
competition will be Grosvenor, Moranbah North, 
Kestrel and Oaky North. But just like in the State 
of Origin, we’re betting on NSW to take home that 
coveted trophy!

NSW Mines Rescue training experts designed a 
range of surface and underground tasks to simulate 
those which rescue brigades could face should they 
be called to duty. The emergency response skills of 
each team were assessed in firefighting, search and 

rescue, managing trauma and first aid as well as 
general mines rescue techniques.

“Our mines rescue competitions aim to be as 
realistic as possible to truly test the skills of our 
brigades in high pressure situations,” explained 
Wayne Green, General Manager Mines Rescue.

“We are fortunate that today our industry is 
focused on safe work practices and the need to 
respond to incidents is infrequent. Our specialised 
mines rescue training not only prepares brigades to 
respond if needed, but equips them with the skills 
to provide safety leadership at site every day.”

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT
ORANGE: Newcastle winners Team Orange. APPIN: Southern winners South32 
Illawarra’s Appin Pink team. WAMBO: Hunter Valley winners Peabody’s Wambo 
Wedgetails. CLARENCE: Western winners: Centennial Coal’s Clarence team

THE COMPETITIONS ARE MUCH MORE THAN DECIDING CHAMPIONS. THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF 
MINES RESCUE IS TO PROVIDE EMERGENCY RESPONSE TO THE NSW COAL MINING INDUSTRY IN 
THE CASE OF AN EMERGENCY. THESE COMPETITIONS ALLOW BRIGADESMEN TO PRACTICE AND 
HONE THEIR SKILLS IN PREPARATION FOR THE UNFORTUNATE CIRCUMSTANCE WHERE THEY 
MAY BE CALLED UPON. 

  BEST 

BEST
of 
theth

e
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0436 333 207 www.thewanderinggypsycaravanbar.com  @The.Wander ing.Gypsy 

 @the.wandering.gypsy.caravanbar

The Wandering Gypsy 
Caravan Bar is the 
perfect addition to  
your next event!

We service the Hunter 
Valley, Newcastle, 
Central Coast & 
Surrounding Areas.

Many of their registered players work in the three 
local mines that are within 20km of the small 
town in a marvellous working relationship.

This season the Roos finished with the first and 
second grade wooden spoons while the Ladies 
League Tag side finished sixth of eight.

While the great American gridiron 
coach Vince Lombardi coined the 
phrase “winning isn’t everything 
it’s the only thing”, Boggabri 
Rugby League Football Club 
certainly feel, and enjoy, 
the first part of that 
phrase “winning isn’t 
everything”.

THEY HAVE A 
WONDERFUL 
COMPETITIVE 
CULTURE, SURE 
THEY’D LOVE TO 
WIN MORE AND NOT HAVE 
THE WOODEN SPOON, BUT THEY 
ALSO ENJOY THEIR GAMES AND 
CELEBRATE ALL GAMES FOR 
WHAT THEY ARE – COMPETITIVE 
GAMES OF SKILL AND 
ENDEAVOUR.

First grade coach Shane Rampling 
knows they are improving. After 
the final game, a 44-16 loss to Werris 
Creek where the Roos trailed 18-16 
at halftime, he told his players to 
hold their heads high and think of the 
bright  future the club and side has.

NIC MILLAR 
HAD A 
MARVELLOUS 
DEBUT SEASON 
WITH THE 
ROOS.

BOGGABRI KANGAROOS ARE A SMALL CLUB 
WITH A BIG HEART IN THE TOOHEYS GROUP 4 
RUGBY LEAGUE COMPETITION.

He said the Roos could have 
made the semifinals this year 
too if three or four close losses 
had gone their way.

“We can give this a real good 
shake next year,” Shane 
Rampling told his assembled 
team as they sat in the Magpie 
visitors shed.

“It’s all in you. We showed 
glimpses today as well. We’ve 
hung in there all year, made 
some improvements. I’m just so 
proud of you and so is the club. 
We can improve more and just 
need to stick together.”

Club president Greg Haire looked 
on and backed up Rampling’s 
message.

“We’ve got a great bunch of 
blokes (players),” Greg Haire 
said. “We’d love to see you all 
back next season too.”

Haire has been president since 2014, taking over 
from passionate supporter and former hooker, Col 
“Mad Dog” Gillham.

“I do enjoy it but it is a lot of work,” he admitted. 
“We are lucky that we have a great committee 
too. Molly and Kempy do a lot of work as well,” he 
said of secretary Molly Dawson and vice president 
Jason Kemp.

Treasurer Geoff “Chopper” Hobden is another 
while Greg admits he wouldn’t be able to do what 
he does without the support of his wife Sue, who 
also doubles as an eagle-eyed club photographer.

IT IS A CLUB WITH A FAMILY CULTURE.

“It’s so positive,” Greg Haire said. “Sure 
we’d love to win a few more games 

than we do. It’s tough playing 
against the bigger towns (like 

Narrabri, Gunnedah and 
Tamworth) but we have a 
great club. Not everything 

is about winning. Our 
club doesn’t worry about 
what we lack.”

“Look at a club like Werris 
Creek. They are similar to 

us, a small town but they’ve done 
a fantastic job to run second in 

the first grade competition. 
To get where they’ve got is a 

fantastic effort. They have a 
great little club and we’re 

the same.”

Everyone “gets in and 
does a bit” such as Col 

and Debbie Gillham 
feeding the players 
after training of 

a Thursday night with various concoctions from 
chinese to pies, curried sausages and BBQ’s.

“Little things like that,” Greg Haire said make it 
enjoyable, simple and satisfying. “We have great 
sponsors too,” Greg adds of the many companies 
who support the small club.

THE MINES HELP OUT AS WELL BY EMPLOYING A 
NUMBER OF THE ROOS.

“We have a few working at the Boggabri Mine, 
working for BGC and more at the Maules Creek Mine 
owned by Whitehaven,” Greg said. “Then you’ve got 
a few more working at the Tarrawaonga Mine, also 
owned by Whitehaven. The three mines are within 
20km of Boggabri. Many of the boys who work at the 
mines, like my son Ben, work in with the shifts.”

It makes it hard but it is what it is, Shane Rampling 
said. He’s selected sides and trained around shifts 
all year. At different stages of the season players 
have finished a shift and dashed to Jubilee Oval to 
play for the Roos or finished a game and headed off 
straight to work.

“Quite a few of them have done that this year,” Greg 
Haire said. “We do have a good relationship with the 
mines. It’s hard on the boys at times and it’s hard 
on the team and club. The lack of water (drought) is 
affecting everyone too.”

THE ROOS WILL CELEBRATE THEIR SEASON WITH 
A PRESENTATION NIGHT AT THE LOCAL SCHOOL 
HALL ON SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14. IT WILL BE A 
HAPPY NIGHT.

Vince Lombardi might get a run but it will be more 
a “it’s not whether you win or lose but how you play 
the game” theme.

And it will have a mining theme as well with the 
likes of Dylan O’Brien, Nic Millar, Ben Haire, Jay 
Urquhart thanking their bosses for providing them 
jobs and letting them play in the green and gold for 
the Roos.

Former Roo, mad hooker Col Gillham, addressed the 
2019 side in the sheds at Werris Creek after that last 
game and after coach Rampling and president Haire 
had given quick but heartfelt speeches.

“You’ve got to stick together, big things can happen 
here,” he said in that Werris Creek dressing shed 
about his beloved Roos.

The club will hold its presentation night in the 
Boggabri Public School Hall on Saturday, September 
14 starting at 6.30pm.

@ THE COALFACE SPORT IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY LOCAL SPORTSWRITER Geoff Newling

a top 
TEAM

PHOTOS BY SUE HAIRE
BOGGABRI HALFBACK 

JAYDE CAMPBELL KICKS 
THE ROOS INTO ACTION 
WITH REPRESENTATIVE 

HOOKER MATT GILLHAM 
AND CLUB STALWART 

AND PROP BEN HAIRE ON 
HIS OUTSIDE.

 JESSIE MCCARTHY 
JOINED THE ROOS THIS 
YEAR AND WILL BE 
A KEY MAN IN THEIR 
BACKLINE IN 2020
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GOOD STUFF @ THE COALFACE

ausreman.com.au

READY 
FOR WORK!

REBUILT 

FLEET 
>  789C

> MDG15 Compliant

>  Spare major 

components available

>  MVRS CAT  

Minestar ready

37 KYL E  STREET  RUTH ERFORD 2320 
Terry 0417 200 226 • terry@ausreman.com.au

P/L

6 TRUCKS  
FOR DRY 

HIRE

EATING OUT @ THE COALFACE

IT’S SOMETIMES A BIT OF A MISSION TO 
KEEP UP WITH RECYCLING, BUT WITH 
THIS GROOVY CONTRAPTION YOU CAN 
ABSOLUTELY CRUSH IT! 

By using the Wall Mounted Can Crusher you 
can fit 5 times more cans in your recycling 
bin. That means more beers without having 
to constantly take the rubbish out. Satisfying, 
easy to set up and easy to crush, you can’t go 
wrong with this recycling Rockstar.

WWW.AMAZON.COM.AU

WWW.ETSY.COM 

CRUSH IT GOOD

THIS XBOX ONE 
CONTROLLER INSPIRED 
TABLE IS THE PERFECT 
CENTREPIECE TO 
IMPRESS THE FELLAS 
AND GAMING GALS.

 The ideal edition to 
game night, guests can 
battle it out in a game of 
Fortnight with snacks and 
bevies perfectly situated 
on a coffee table fit for 
the King or Queen of the 
game room. You know 
this is an unnecessary 
buy that is completely 
necessary.

MAN-CAVE 
MASTERPIECE

GOLF CAN BE EXTREMELY TIRING 
WALKING TO EACH HOLE IN THE 
SUN, BUT NOT ANYMORE. 

The GolfBoard will have you zipping 
around the course in no time. Fun 
to ride, practical and super easy to 
use, this electric scooter is the best 
way to master the course. Save your 
energy for that driving swing and 
‘surf the earth’ on the GolfBoard.

Golf Go

WWW.GOLFBOARD.COM

IF LIKE ME YOU LOVE TECHNOLOGY THAT 
MAKES YOUR LIFE EASIER, THEN THE 
GRILLBOTS AUTOMATIC GRILL CLEANER 
IS A MUST HAVE.

 I honestly think cleaning the grill is one 
of the worst cleaning jobs known to man 
(or woman), but with the Grillbot it’s as 
simple as pressing a button, plonking your 
butt on the couch and enjoying a beer. It 
will even alert you when it’s done!

Grill GADGET WWW.GRILLBOTS.COM 

TAKE A RISK WITH YOUR NEXT 
PURCHASE. THE MYSTERY BOX 
BY FIREBOX IS THE PERFECT GIFT 
TO BUY FOR THAT PERSON YOU 
NEVER KNOW WHAT TO GET! 

Choose from gift categories of 
Gadget, Unusual, Booze, Foodie or 
Home and put your fate in someone 
else’s hands. Embrace the unknown 
with this suspenseful and exciting 
gift or grab one and treat yourself.

What’s 
in the BOX?

WWW.FIREBOX.COM 

MULCHING 
MADNESS

IT’S TIME TO CLEAN UP THAT BED OF LEAVES 
ON YOUR LAWN YOU’VE BEEN AVOIDING 
WITH THE ELECTRIC LEAF MULCHER BY WORX. 

There’s no need to fill up the skip with leaves 
any longer, mulch the dead vegetation and feed 
it back to your plants instead. Mulching up to 
53 gallons of leaves per minute, this bustling 
beauty will save you time and energy.

WWW.WORX.COM   

on 
the

I had been keen to visit this 
watering hole since the new 
owners had moved in late 
last year. Now I’m not a big 

eater so I thought I 
would put it to the 
test with my young 
nephew and his 
miner’s appetite 
in  tow.

The place is fresh 
inside, you can 
see the love being 
spread around in 
the freshly painted 

surfaces and new 
furniture. I was blown away 
by the newly installed players 
room. A wall of TVs tower over 
the enclosed room that is filled 
with tables and TAB machines. 
If you are a lover of the sports, 
two legged and four you will 
find this a comfy hangout 
with your crowd.

$10 LUNCH SPECIALS ARE 
DAMN GOOD VALUE, AS WELL 
AS THE TRADITIONAL RANGE 
OF PUB FARE. 

f KEEP UP TO DATE WITH EVENTS AND SPECIAL VIA THEIR  
FACEBOOK PAGE  @RAILWAYHOTELGUNNEDAH

looking a little tired on the 
outside, I will admit. But this 
is one place I suggest you don’t 
judge by its cover – go on inside. 
You will be 
surprised at the 
surroundings 
and satisfied 
with the food. 
Even the young 
hungry miner 
gave it the tick 
of approval.

THE RAILWAY HOTEL, BARBER 
STREET, GUNNEDAH, IS ONE 
OF THE OLDEST PUBS IN 
TOWN. WORD ON THE STREET 
IS TO ONLY GO WHEN YOU 
ARE HUNGRY BECAUSE THEY 
DELIVER UP A MONSTER SIZE 
THAT WOULD SATISFY THE 
HANGRIEST OF CRAVINGS.

Pub 
grub

Their chicken schnitties are 
definitely not factory made – 
fresh crumbs and juicy, plump 
meat. You can keep the worms 
at bay with the steak sandwich 
and chips, and the crumbed 
flathead is some of the best you 
will find this far away from the 
salt air. The Hubby gave the 
chips an 8 out of 10, which, if 
you knew him is a pretty good 
score.

You can wash any of these 
down with the large range of 
beverages available over the 
bar, dine inside or out no matter 
the weather. The Hotel has a 
good bank of outdoors heaters 
in the beer garden for the 
cooler weather and a few water 
misters to keep you comfy in 
the warmer months. The fenced 
playground out back makes this 
a top choice for families.

THERE IS REGULAR LIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT AND ON 
SPECIAL OCCASIONS THEY 
ALSO BRING OUT EXCITING 
MENU OPTIONS. FOR 
FATHER’S DAY THERE WAS 
THE ‘CARNIVORE PLATTER” 
WHICH I’M TOLD WOULD EVEN 
SATISFY A BEAR COMING OUT 
OF WINTER HIBERNATION.

It’s also the only drive through 
bottleshop in town and even 
offers accommodation. It is 
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As you leave the lounge after 
hibernating during Winter to 
start mowing the lawn for the 
first time (if you’ve got any), it’s 
also time to grab a bit of fresh 
line and take a few practice casts 
across the yard to get yourself 
‘fish’ ready. 

ON THE MENU

As you head East, it’s probably 
the best time to hit fishing 
destinations a worthwhile few 
hours’ drive away. With the bass 
closed season in the creeks and 
rivers opening back up, the bass 
will be waiting for any offering 
presented to them after moving 
back up into the freshwater. 

As for the Impoundments, Lake 
St Clair and Glenbawn are fishing 
exceptionally well. What’s been 
working for us so far is suspended 
divers such as Daiwa double 
clutch lures fished around the 
weed edges with plenty of pauses. 
Other offerings getting the bites 
are soft plastics and beetle spins. 

WITH THE DROUGHT 
KNOCKING THE LOCAL 
FISHING OPPORTUNITIES 
AROUND A BIT, TAKE A BREAK 
FROM IT ALL AND HEAD EAST 
TO THE COAST FOR A FEW 
DAYS ON THE ROD.

ON THE LAND @ THE COALFACE ON THE WATER @ THE COALFACE

How’s this for a double hook 
up while fishing soft plastics 
around Broughton Island last 
month. As we move into Spring 
we should expect much the 
same with the Kingfish pushing 
in as the water warms back up.

IT’S HARD NOT 
TO THROW A 
BASS IN THE 

MIX AS THESE 
THINGS WILL BE 

AT THE TOP OF 
THE TO TARGET 

LIST FOR THE 
NEXT COUPLE 

OF MONTHS.

Growing 
with North 
West NSW
Since 2013 Whitehaven Coal has 
invested more than $1.5 billion in  
the region in wages, support for  
local businesses and contributions  
to community and charitable causes.

In the last year alone, we spent almost 
$300 million with local suppliers, gave 
nearly half a million dollars to community 
groups, and contributed $1.9 million  
to local infrastructure improvements.

Whitehaven Coal. 
We’re here for the long haul.

WHITEHAVENCOAL.COM.AU

Hunting is a great pastime that the 
whole family can be involved with. 
You can hunt to put beautiful free-
range meat on the table, for the 
challenge of pursuing a wily old 
buck or stag, to harvest introduced 
pests like foxes or simply to spend 
some time out in the bush. 

ALTHOUGH SOME OF THE BEST 
HUNTING CAN BE FOUND ON 
PRIVATE PROPERTY, IN NSW WE 
HAVE A WONDERFUL PUBLIC 
LAND HUNTING PROGRAM 
WHERE, WITH THE APPROPRIATE 
LICENCING, YOU CAN BOOK ONE 
OF THE MANY STATE FORESTS 
AND GO OUT FOR A HUNT. 

The Gunnedah region is situated 
centrally to a range of State 
Forests that are open for hunting 
including the popular Nundle and 
Hanging Rock State Forests. 

The NSW Department of Primary 
Industries administers the 
public land hunting program 

and licencing scheme. In NSW, 
a Restricted Hunting Licence is 
required to hunt on public land 
and more information on this 
can be found on the DPI website: 
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/
hunting.

LOCAL HUNTING CLUBS ARE 
GREAT PLACES TO HELP YOU 
GET STARTED WITH MOST 
HAVING ENTHUSIASTIC AND 
KNOWLEDGEABLE MEMBERS 
TO HELP OUT BEGINNERS AND 
SHARE TALL TALES.  

It is immensely rewarding to be 
able to harvest, process and eat 
your own wild game. Most people 
do not realise that Australia is 
home to six different species of 
deer that were introduced by 
early acclimatisation societies 
from Britain. Their legacy 
continues today and still provides 
outstanding recreational 
opportunities. 

Harvesting wild deer can provide 
a significant portion of your 
household’s meat and it can be 
processed into all the same cuts 
as a you would for lamb such as 
eye fillets, cutlets, ribs, chops and 
of course whole shoulders and 
legs. Venison is a lean meat that 
benefits from either low and slow 
or fast and hot cooking depending 
on the cut.

You can hunt with either a rifle, 
shotgun, dogs or bow and each 
have their own unique challenges. 
Of paramount importance is your 
proficiency with whatever tool you 
choose to ensure an ethical and 
humane harvest. 

WHATEVER YOUR MOTIVATION 
FOR HUNTING, ONE THING IS FOR 
SURE, IT IS ALWAYS A FANTASTIC 
EXPERIENCE GETTING OUT INTO 
THE BUSH. GET OUT THERE AND 
ENJOY YOUR PUBLIC LAND. 

the 
HUNT

WWW.COMPONENTSONLY.COM
1300 726 801

A chicken and an egg lie together 
in bed. 

The chicken smokes a cigarette and 
smiles with satisfaction. 

The egg frowns and mutters, 
“Well, I guess we answered that 
question!”

‘AVE A
LAUGH WITH

ONis 
THERE’S PLENTY OF OPPORTUNITY 
FOR HUNTERS IN THE NORTH 
WEST, AS WE ARE UNIQUELY 
PLACED CLOSE TO SOME PREMIER 
HUNTING REGIONS, HOME TO A 
VARIETY OF GAME AND FERAL 
ANIMALS SUCH AS DEER, PIGS, 
FOXES AND RABBITS. 

The bugs are also starting to hit the 
water and the smaller silent top 
water lures are attracting plenty of 
attention as well. There’s so much to 
try with not a lot failing to find a bite.

Snapper and Yellow Fin Tuna 
continue to be the main attraction 
along the coast, with Jewies being a 
close second from the beaches.

THE FISHING OFFSHORE HAS BEEN 
INTERESTING, WITH THE WEATHER 
BEING THE ONLY THING KEEPING 
US AWAY FROM THE ACTION 
AROUND THE REEFS AND ALONG 
THE SHELF.

Snapper have been the main stay 
on the reefs attacking soft plastic 
offerings. Species such as Kingfish, 
Pearl Perch and Jewies have all been 
encountered along the mid to mid 
north coast. As the water warms back 
up we should start to see more of 
these species as well.

This amazing run of Yellow Fin Tuna 
spreading from south of Sydney right 
up to North of Brisbane are still being 
seen along and wide of the shelf.

Live baiting and 
large fresh baits 
fished along the 
beaches at the 
moment have 
been finding some 
awesome numbers 
of Jewies. What 
a great time of 
year to spend the 
warmer days either 
gathering bait or 
fishing for a Bream 
or Tailor. With 
the slightly cooler 
nights, it’s also a 
great time to kick 
back with a fire and 
a coldy waiting for 
the Jewie to strike.. 

KEEP FLOATIN’ – 
THRIFTY’S

coastal 
BOUND
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TRAVEL @ THE COALFACEENTERTAINMENT @ THE COALFACE

W
IN!

HANDYMAN’S HEAVENCARTOON
CHARACTERS
WORD SEARCH

ANSWERS
A1: The word is 
starting! starting, 
staring, string, sting, 
sing, sin, in, I.

A2: A Penny

A3: Yesterday, Today, 
and Tomorrow.

A4: David

A5: Charcoal.

A6: Your name.

A7: ‘Just one word’

A8: Your finger

COALFACE CONUNDRUMS

Q1.  What 8 letter word can have a letter taken away and 
it still makes a word. Take another letter away and 
it still makes a word. Keep on doing that until you 
have one letter left. What is the word?

Q2.  What has a head, a tail, is brown, and has no legs?

Q3.  Name three consecutive days without using the 
words Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 
Friday, Saturday, or Sunday?

Q4.  David’s father has three sons: Snap, Crackle and 
_____ ?

Q5.  What is black when you buy it, red when you use it, 
and gray when you throw it away?

Q6.  What belongs to you, but other people use it more 
than you?

Q7.  Re-arrange the letters, O O U S W T D N E J R, to spell 
just one word. What is it?

Q8.  What can point in every direction but can’t reach 
the destination by itself.

BAM BAM
BETTY BOOP
BUGS BUNNY
CASPER
CHIP N DALE
CLIFFORD
DAFFY DUCK
DINO

DORY
ELMER FUDD
FELIX
GARFIELD
GOOFY
GUMBY
HOMER SIMPSON
KERMIT

MICKEY MOUSE
MINNIE MOUSE
MR POTATO 
HEAD
OLAF
PIGLET
POPEYE
PORKY PIG

SNOOPY

STIMPY

SYLVESTER

TOP CAT

TWEETY

WOODY

YOGI BEAR

THIS MONTH'S

Check out the latest 
tools, pick up those 
bits and pieces for 

your latest DIY 
project, or just 

grab a coffee after 
dumping the kids in 

the play area.

FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN A $50 
VOUCHER, SIMPLY SMS: BUNNINGS, 
YOUR NAME AND YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS 
TO 0438 474 290.

Limit of one entry per person. LTPM/19/04020

By submitting an entry, you consent to the use 
of your contact details for promotional and 
marketing purposes.

The weight is over
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Visit our website to learn more 
about how we protect industry

www.coalservices.com.au

Coal Services Protecting 
industry

NSW Mines Rescue
CS Health

Coal Mines Technical Services
Coal Mines Insurance

Our vision:
To partner with industry 

for a safe workplace and 
a healthy workforce

Our purpose:
To protect

As we boarded the bus out of Ayers 
Rock Airport headed for our resort I 
got my first look at Uluru. And what 
a view it was. Although I’ve seen a 
million pictures none do it justice. The 
colours are so vibrant and the sheer 
immensity is overwhelming. I spent 
the 20-minute bus ride goggling out 
the window while listening to the 
thousands of camera clicks of snap 
happy tourists. 

Our accommodation for the trip was 
Ayers Rock Resort which caters for 
all budgets. We stayed at Sails in the 
Desert which is its five-star flagship, 
but it offers everything right down to 
camping. The resort’s shaded by great 
big gum trees with a natural colour 
palette throughout complemented 
with Aboriginal artwork. Very pretty 
and very relaxing.

The first morning we boarded a bus 
right outside our hotel headed for 
Uluru. Watching the sun’s rays strike 
the rock from the viewing area made 
getting up at the crack of dawn worth 
it. Even my cynical hard ass felt as if I 
was undergoing a spiritual awakening.

We then did a self-guided walk 
around the area as climbing Uluru is 
highly discouraged as the traditional 
Aboriginal owners place a great 
spiritual significance on the climb. 
Tourists trampling all over it, taking 
selfies and dropping rubbish is 
considered highly disrespectful. 
Never mind the climb is physically 
demanding and there have been 36 
fatalities over the years. Legally there’s 
nothing stopping you if you want to do 
it, but it’s a wanker move. 

Instead we opted for a scenic 
helicopter flight of Uluru and 
Kata Tjuta. You won’t get a better 
perspective of just how magnificent 
the region is. Our pilot was 
informative and funny and in my 
view relaxing in the comfort of the 
helicopter as we soared high above was 
way better then sweating it out on the 
ground battling flies and annoying 
tourists.

ANOTHER MUST DO WAS THE 
OUTBACK SKY JOURNEYS FAMILY 
ASTRO TOUR. THE AUSTRALIAN 
OUTBACK IS CONSIDERED ONE OF 
THE BEST PLACES IN THE WORLD TO 
EXPLORE THE NIGHT SKY AND THE 
KIDS LOVED DISCOVERING ALL THE 
STARS USING IPADS, TELESCOPES 
AND BINOCULARS.

We also got to know plenty of camels 
on our trip, the kids had a great time 
at Uluru Camel Farm with all the 
animals. We took a camel sunset tour 
to Uluru, the camels were surprisingly 
comfortable and it was great to listen 
to our guides talking about the history 
the area.

There was plenty of Aboriginal culture 
to enjoy, we laughed at our poor efforts 
in a dot painting workshop, laughed 
even harder at our attempts at playing 
the digeridoo and when it comes to 
traditional aboriginal dancing, well 
let’s just say I’m not sharing the 
footage of that on Facebook. 

It’s taken me a long time to take 
a holiday to Uluru and my only 
regret is I didn’t do it sooner. It is an 
unforgettable holiday experience.  

THERE IS NO AUSTRALIAN LANDMARK MORE ICONIC THAN 
ULURU AND THERE IS NOTHING LIKE SEEING IT FOR YOURSELF.

THE GREAT THING ABOUT 
AYERS ROCK RESORT IS IT 
HAS EVERYTHING ON OFFER. 
RESTAURANTS, BARS, SPAS, 
GALLERIES AND ALL THE SERVICES 
YOU COULD WANT. BEST OF ALL 
IT TAKES THE HASSLE OUT OF 
ORGANISING YOUR HOLIDAY AS 
YOU CAN BOOK ANY ACTIVITY YOU 
WANT DIRECTLY THROUGH THEM.

ROCK and ROLL
X D P C E A S B J D O K Y T W

G P A R A E B I G O Y R M W Q

H O M E R S I M P S O N A E T

C O F T H U P T F D I M B E E

R B E S U O M E I N N I M T L

C Y L E M M T L R M O D A Y G

L T I V S Y Y A F K R L B P I

I T X L S E N D T E Y E P O P

F E L Y T K J N O O T I K O Y

F B O S I C U P U O P F C N K

O N I D M I H I G B W R W S R

R K A S P M K H P O S A M J O

D A F F Y D U C K G O G K F P

T O P C A T E L M E R F U D D

F A L O V X M Y G U M B Y B V

THIS MONTH’S

@ THE 
COALFACE 

TRIVIA




